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Timeline of early events
• March 1st: First case in New York City
• March 3rd: First confirmed COVID-19 case
in Westchester County
• March 12th: New Rochelle establishes a
containment area
• April 15th: Over 8,000 new cases in NYC
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Einstein Aging Study (EAS)
• Ongoing longitudinal study of older adults living in Bronx County
• Data collection began in 2017
• Age range: 71-94
• Mean age: 77

• Measurement burst design

• 14-day ecological momentary assessment (EMA) period at each burst
• Self-report surveys are completed 6 times per day for 14 days
• Approximately 1 year between bursts

• Opportunity for a natural experiment among a demographically and
geographically at-risk sample

• Do participants report worse emotional well-being during the COVID period relative
to what they reported when we asked the same questions before COVID?
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Advantages of measurement burst design
• Sensitive to state changes
• e.g., fluctuations in
emotions during the day

• Limits retrospective bias
• Patterns within each day
and across the 14-day
burst can be compared
with later bursts
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Research question
• How was participants’ emotional well-being impacted during the
COVID-19 outbreak?
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Preliminary analyses
Relative to participants’ own past reports
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you having?

On average
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How to Measure the Unfolding Pandemic?
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Why take this approach?
• Greater specificity

• Analyses of Twitter posts can be used to characterize the community and
context around participants during a given 4-week period
• Sensitive to the rapid changes among the community, especially during the
early days of the pandemic

• In preliminary analyses we saw differences in emotional well-being
related to personality traits

• Stay-at-home orders or limited social interactions may have impacted people
differently depending on personality traits

• How might personality traits be related to COVID policy changes, the
spread of the virus across the country, and the social and political
climate of the past 7 months?
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Questions?
Contact: giancarlo.pasquini@stonybrook.edu
Scott Lab website: https://you.stonybrook.edu/scottlab/our-team/
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Analysis plan
• Lexical analysis of publicly-available Twitter posts in Bronx and
Westchester counties as community indicators
• Examples of community indicators

• Affect words including valence and intensity
• Social relationships including discussions of family and Twitter replies to posts
• COVID specific topics such as testing and symptoms

• Twitter posts in 2019 will be used as a control and posts in 2020 will
be used to measure community indicators during the COVID period
• Align community indicators on a monthly basis to when participants
completed EMA assessments
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